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One of the protection mechanisms for organizations to protect their data is through

information security risk assessment. The main obstacle in this area is asset dependency.

Previous research developments tended to produce models that were difficult to implement

because they were only applied to small assets, in contrast to the complexity of

implementation in the field. This form of problem solving is a workflow-oriented security

assessment solution that provides security rationale from a holistic perspective. The weakness

of complexity in workflow oriented then became the basis of this research. The proposed

solution is a simplification by using combined nodes that enable a modular concept. The

modular concept is then applied to a reliable model, a data flow diagram. The study output

shows the contribution of offerings with assessment solutions that consider dependencies by

simplifying asset complexity in workflows in a modular manner with data flow diagrams.
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1. Introduction

Organizations rely on data as the foundational element for collecting

information in the decision-making process, making it essential to implement data

protection measures [1]. To establish effective data protection, organizations

perform Information Security Risk Assessments (ISRAs). ISRA is an

organizational strategy designed to identify vulnerabilities and threats, followed by

the selection of appropriate countermeasures to mitigate potential risks [2]. This,

in turn, underscores its vital role in ensuring the resilience of organizations [3], [4].

However, recent research indicates that ISRA still faces several challenges [5]–

[7]. One significant obstacle is the prevalence of manual procedures [8], [9], with

a primary weakness being the need to consider the interdependencies among assets

in the assessment [2], [10], [11]. The failure of one asset within an organization can

cascade and impact other assets, leading to broader system failures [11]. For

instance, even if a website boasts robust security features, its security can be

compromised if it resides on a server with inadequate security measures. In such

cases, a comprehensive risk assessment for the website should also account for

potential risks stemming from the server. Consequently, an assessment that factors

in asset dependencies proves more effective than those that do not [12].

Unfortunately, asset dependency is only addressed by a limited number of ISRAs

[13].

ISRA which considers asset dependencies, among others [11]: asset

dependencies in business models [13]–[17], asset threat-scenario dependencies

[18], [19], hierarchical asset dependencies [20], [21], and dependencies with cyclic

considerations [22], [23]. Each of these solutions is difficult to implement, as

testing each solution is only on a small set of assets. Meanwhile, in practice, the

amount of assets can be very large. It requires a simpler approach.

A highly effective method for addressing complex issues is the incorporation of

workflow-oriented security assessment [24]. This strategy combines in-depth data

regarding the system and potential threats, facilitating a comprehensive approach

to security concerns. Complexity is addressed by limiting assets to only those

involved in the system workflow. Then, a combination of quantitative evidence is

carried out to evaluate security. Unfortunately, this solution is still hampered by

the complexity of the offering, limited assets presented, and the difference of assets

in the organization in one workflow. The biggest obstacle is that these solutions do

not consider asset dependencies. Risk assessment requires simple solutions to asset

complexity and dependency [25]. This research aims to present an ISRA solution

that considers simpler asset dependencies, using workflow-oriented security

assessment [24] as a basis for development. The development opportunity is to

utilize the concept of modular systems [12] and compound nodes [26], [27].

The remainder of this article follows this structure: Section 2 provides an

overview of the research methodology, encompassing the research context,

research design, the identification of security models, the utilization of assessment

models, and an exploration of how the proposed method can streamline workflow-

oriented processes. Moving to Section 3, the article delves into the outcomes of the

proposed solution and engages in a comprehensive discussion of its findings,

including comparisons with preceding solutions. Lastly, Section 4 serves as the

conclusion of this study, encapsulating key findings and presenting

recommendations for future research.
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2. Research Methodology

2.1. Context of The Study

This research is an identification of the remaining problems of information

security risk assessment methods that consider asset dependencies. Based on the

previous description, it is concluded that the main problem is complexity, and the

feature needed to overcome this problem is modularization. Thus, this research

proposes a workflow-oriented development that can provide this feature.

The approach employed is centered around a process of workflow-oriented

development, aligning with the context of the research at hand. A significant

challenge in modeling asset dependencies lies in acquiring the necessary data for

constructing the model [28]. In this regard, the proposed model case study also

incorporates data from [24]. The case under examination pertains to the smart grid,

a modern power distribution network characterized by extensive monitoring and

control capabilities. The system in focus is the Advanced Metering Infrastructure

(AMI), comprising multiple smart meters capable of recording household

electricity consumption data, energy consumption storage, and the provision of

dynamic pricing to influence consumer behavior. The architectural configuration

is depicted in Figure 4 within [24]. Data transmitted to and from the meters is

aggregated in the Data Concentrator Unit (DCU), which is installed in each

household.

2.2. Research Design

Overall, the research design consisted of seven phases. First, a literature study

to identify modelling in information security risk assessment. Second, identifying

the use of assessment models. Third, analyze the use of assessment models. Fourth,

analysis and extraction of basic knowledge from workflow-oriented solutions [24].

Fifth, identify and analyze workflow-oriented development. Sixth, solution

development. Finally, presentation of results and discussion of proposed solutions.

2.3. Identification of Modeling in Security Assessment

A model is a simple form of mathematical description built based on existing

knowledge and experience combined with data from the past [29]. Security

assessments require models because they have the capability to: connect and enable

risk discovery; enables integration and visibility; linking risk parameters to

process, project and business parameters; and provide significant value to risk

management [30]. Risk models make scientific connections, for example linking

risks with project goals. Risk-matrix models can also provide goal motivation and

set the context for analyzing risks.

There are two forms of modeling in assessment [31]: inductive and deductive.

Inductive reasoning is based on individual cases to obtain general conclusions.

Deductive reasoning is achieved by finding out what components contributed to

failure. An example of deductive modeling is fault tree analysis. There are several

model types: physical, analog, and symbolic. A physical model is a physical replica

that can be operated, tested and assessed. Analog models are models that share

similarities. Finally, the symbolic model is a more abstract model with symbolic

representation.
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2.4. Utilization of Assessment Models

A system is a collection of sub-systems that work with each other to achieve

one goal. A system is a deterministic entity consisting of an interacting collection

of discrete elements [31]. In order to map the risks of a system, the model created

should be able to show the interactions of each sub-system. One way to show

interaction is by mapping it into 3 layers: organizational, logical, and physical [28].

The organizational layer focuses on people and behavior within the organization.

Organizational functions are then realized at the Logical layer. And the last layer

is the physical layer which shows components that can interact physically.

Information security in an organization is not only determined by one incident,

but also requires an organizational perspective, rules, and even infrastructure. So

the use of assessment models in information security can be grouped into several

types [32], [33]: (1) to build/verify system flow or business processes; (2)

information security assessment based on organizational models; and (3) defining

and adding security requirements to the organizational model.

2.5. Workflow-oriented Security Assessment

Workflow-oriented security assessment [24] is a security assessment method

that aims to overcome complexity. Complexity can be reduced by ensuring that the

assets that are taken into account are those that are involved in the workflow. The

assessment framework is based on abstract descriptions of actors and interactions

in the system. The description then becomes the basis for defining aspects of the

system that must be considered based on activities and services. The solution offers

automatic workflow preparation, manual preparation presents a scale that is not

very good and can be responded to differently by each stakeholder. This approach

offers a flexible solution for modeling cyber, physical, and human interactions but

is also formal enough to enable automation and increase scalability [24].

The central concept within the workflow model outlined in reference [24] can

be encapsulated as follows.

1. It is imperative to conduct security assessments throughout the design,

implementation, and operational phases of a system's lifecycle.

2. Different system components necessitate various forms of security-related

information or evidence.

3. The utilization of tools becomes essential to amalgamate this evidence into

a comprehensive security evaluation of the system.

This methodology achieves a comprehensive perspective by employing

workflows as the underlying framework to collect diverse information from the

system undergoing assessment. This information encompasses specific details

about the information system, empirical data derived from its components, and

potential attack scenarios. Drawing from these distinct information sources, the

framework constructs a computable argument graph, capturing significant

interactions among various system elements and potential threats. Subsequently,

the solution quantitatively assesses system attributes, such as Confidentiality,

Integrity, and Availability (CIA), through the application of a Graph [24].

The research presents a case example involving 3 processes with 2 actors. Cases

are part of a workflow, not the workflow as a whole. Case then automates a model

with 60 nodes with 82 edges [24]. Case studies show that solutions do not yet meet

the need to address complexity. This research still needs to be developed into a

more readable form. This solution still uses aggregation with Boolean equations,
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of course this research also does not consider asset dependencies in its calculations.

So, even though it is quite promising, there are several weaknesses in the workflow-

oriented security assessment: complex and not considering asset dependencies.

2.6. Simplification of Workflow-oriented (SLOW)

Based on the introduction, several identifications can be produced to improve

the development of workflow-oriented security assessments. Identification of

needs includes, among other things, the model must: (1) be simple; (2) map the

assets involved completely; and (3) supports asset dependencies. This research

utilizes the concept of modular compound nodes [12], [26]-[27] to overcome

complexity. The model is created with three levels, where the simulation results

from the lowest level are used as input at the higher level. This model is still

conceptual and is well worth developing.

This research uses an assessment stage in a structured form starting from the

highest level to the lowest. The first stage is building a workflow from the system

provided at the design stage. Then, after a system description has been obtained

(such as network topology, user rights, etc.), this detailed form allows translating

the workflow into a Data Flow Diagram. Simplification is achieved by applying

compound nodes using Data Flow Diagrams (DFD). The basis for using DFD is:

(1) DFD for risk analysis [34]; (2) extended development for threat modeling [35];

and (3) DFD for dependencies [36].

Since the attacker only needs one attempt to succeed, qualitative subjectivity is

detrimental. Threat modeling involves understanding a complex system and

identifying all possible threats whether or not they can be exploited. Identifying

threats will help build realistic security requirements. Security requirements are

then analyzed based on criticality and likelihood, and a decision is made whether

the threat is mitigated or left alone. Identifying threats and selecting appropriate

countermeasures reduces an attacker's ability to abuse the system.

The research uses a top-down approach where the process begins with a

description of the workflow (can be in UML or BPMN form). The workflow

description is then combined with a system description such as network topology

or asset-specific configuration. These two documents are the basis for forming the

DFD. The next step is adding details of the attack process, which involves the

attack strategy and possible vulnerabilities that will be exploited in the DFD. The

final step is testing the model with available evidence to produce quantitative

assessment results.

The model consists of three basic components: input, process, and output. The

input model requires a workflow description, system description, attacker model,

and evidence. Meanwhile, the model process consists of creating DFD level 0, DFD

next level, DFD with attacker, Entity fault tree, and calculation. Finally, the output

consists of DFD, DFD with attacker, and quantitative results, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1 SLOW for Security Assessment

A simpler form allows the process identification process to be simpler. The

identification and assessment pattern uses a hierarchical method as done by [21].

Identification is carried out from the highest process DFD to the lowest. Then,

evidence is entered at the lowest level of the DFD so that the final value calculation

is produced at the highest level of the DFD.

Initial development was carried out by assembling an assessment tool for

creating a DFD. Development is carried out in Python 3.7 using Spyder 3.3.6 IDE.

The database uses MySQL 5.0.51b-community-nt-log on Windows 8 64 bit with a

Core™ i7-4702MQ processor and 16GB memory. The prototype requires four

entities: project, DFD, process and entity (Figure 2). The project entity is used to

accommodate project analysis information carried out with the project_id and

project_name attributes while DFD entity is used to store a list of DFDs involved

in each project. The process entity stores the processes required for each DFD.

Finally, the entity is used to store the entity and the value of the goal of each entity

involved in the process.

Figure 2 SLOW Entity Relationship Diagram
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3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Result

As stated previously, this research is a workflow-oriented development.

Therefore, no data collection was carried out. However, using previous research

data as a comparison. In this case, SLOW is used to execute smart grid data [24].

The data produces evidence with fault trees as in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Entity Fault Tree

Figure 4 part (A) shows how the SLOW prototype performs readings involving

24 nodes and 16 edges from available evidence. All data can be read in 0.078

seconds. Next, the researcher visualized the DFD with Graphfiz 2.38, presenting

DFD level 0 as in Figure 4 part (B).

Equation 1 where P (A) is prior probability of A, whereas P (A|B) is posterior

probability of A given B. Its applies for two variables A and B which are mutually

independent [37], Equation 1 then supports Equation 2, so it can be used as

Equation 3.

� ( � | � ) = � (� ) Equation 1

� ( � |� ) =
� (� ∩ � )

� (� )
=

� (� | � )� (� )

� (� )
=

� ( � )� (� )

� (� )
= � ( � ) Equation 2

� (� ∩ � ) = � ( � | � ). � (� ) = � (� ). � (� ) Equation 3

(A) (B)

Figure 4 Console Result and DFD Level 0 Visualization

Based on Equation 3 and Figure 3, we get Equation 4, so that the value obtained

is 0.9801, when sliced with Link Z1 and Z2 0.9 to make 0.88209. Because in the
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DCU there are two independent events, in accordance with the addition rule for

two arbitrary events [38], see Equation 5, the value obtained is 1.66017277-

0.686339029=0.973833741.

� (� 1) = � ( � . � ℎ� ) ∩ � ( � . � � ) Equation 4

� (� ∪ � ) = � (� ) + � (� ) − � (� ∩ � ) Equation 5

Comparison results with a workflow-oriented, attacker-free workflow-oriented

provided in [24], where there are 5 workflow stages. Here it can be seen that the

value of the DCU is involved twice, in the second and fourth processes, in the DCU

processing it also actually involves Z1 (3rd process), but it is still taken into

account. This results in a low value for the overall workflow even without any

attacks at all (1 ∩ 0.97 ∩ 0.9801 ∩ 0.97 ∩ 1 = 0.92217609). The difference with

the value of the bid solution also shows the influence of the dependencies of the

assets involved.

3.2. Discussion

Utilizing SLOW includes four stages: workflow description, system

description, attacker model, and DFD formation. First, in the workflow description,

[24] limits the case to the workflow on the AMI component, here the company's

AMI Head end initiates on-demand reading on the AMI Meter at the consumer's

location. On-demand reading begins with sending a reading request from the AMI

head end. After the reading request is received by the AMI meter, the AMI meter

then takes a reading and produces a reading result. Reading results are then sent

back to the AMI head end.

Second, the system description. The workflow description is indeed simple, but

the implementation is different. In order to get a clear picture, you must be guided

by the system description such as the network topology in Figure 5. The process of

sending reading requests (call M1) from the AMI head end (call X) not directly to

the AMI Meter (call Z1), but via DCU (Y). The reading request received by Y is

then sent to Z1 in 2 ways: direct link and indirect path via another AMI meter

(called Z2). After the reading request is received by Z1, Z1 performs the reading

and produces a reading result (called M2). M2 is then sent back according to how

it was received, whether directly to Y or via Z2.

Figure 5 Smart Meter On-Demand Reading Workflow [24] Modified using DFD Level 0

Third, the attacker model, the stage of providing possible attacks that will

appear in the workflow being prepared for local exploit. Possible

threats/vulnerabilities can be done by breaking down the process into entities and

the relationships between the entities involved. There are several forms of process

depending on the entity relationship. [24] give an example that an attacker can enter

a company location and use a local exploit or remote exploit of the operating
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system of X. This action will affect the confidentiality and availability of X. The

attacker can also physically damage X which affects the availability of X.

Figure 6 DFD Level 1: P1 Process Details

(A) (B)

Figure 7 DFD Level 2: Process Details

Finally, the formation of DFD level 0 and DFD next level. First, DFD level 0.

Based on the description of the workflow, DFD level 0 is then created (see Figure

5). There are two entities involved in the processes involved. Based on the

workflow description and system description, the DFD creation process is carried

out. DFD consists of several levels, DFD level 1 (Figure 6) is used to map the

workflow description and then detailing it using Figure 7 with part A for P1.2.a

and part B for P1.2.b.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Organizations' needs to secure data should be resolved with ISRA.

Unfortunately, ISRA is still hampered by asset dependencies. The range of

solutions offered for asset dependencies is still hampered by complexity.

Conditions that present solutions that are not readily applicable to the real number

of assets in the field. This research proposes the development of workflow-oriented

security assessment with SLOW. Workflow-oriented does not yet support asset

dependencies, and also still has problems with the complexity of assets in the

workflow. Development was carried out by utilizing the modular compound node

concept, utilizing a model that is also very familiar in system development: DFD.

The trial results of the proposed method were able to show development both in

terms of complexity and calculation results that considered dependencies.

The form of the offered solution can already show the advantages of workflow

oriented. It needs development by utilizing direct data in the form of case studies

on an organization. Development should be able to utilize organizational

information systems to help form data-driven solutions.
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